The UChicago PCDC Team

Questions and Feedback

We'll be back with another newsletter next quarter. In the meantime, let us know your thoughts and see what your colleagues across the globe are working on!

The PCDC Consortium is currently composed of ten individual disease groups, each in its own focus area. We look forward to keeping you updated in future newsletters as this discussion and exploration of data re-identification by implementing minimum bin sizes for PCDC data exploration continue. The privacy of patients with data in the PCDC is a top priority.

A Note from the SAC Co-Chairs

We are happy to have been selected as the co-chairs of the PCDC Scientific Advisory Committee. We are excited to work with the team and see what our colleagues across the globe are working on!

Specialist

The PCDC is growing! We invite you to share our job posting for a Data Specialist.

Data Operations
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